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from the beginning of the series, pearl was
prone to making mistakes due to her

arrogance. pink pearl's behavior was often
very aggressive, but her arrogance and

inexperience with emotions made her lack the
qualities needed to be a leader. however, after
joining the crystal gems, she took a step back
and began to grow, feeling the burden of the
gems she was leading was growing. when she
was sent to new beach city, she was able to

gain a better perspective of herself, and
attempted to lead the crystal gems as a

leader. however, when pearl, in a moment of
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arrogance, told the crystal gems that the world
would be better off without the gems, her

pride got the better of her, and she began to
act more arrogant than ever. she even

compared herself to the diamonds and pearl
herself described her as arrogant. in the

episode "rose's room", despite being
distressed over the loss of her pet pearl, rose

invites pearl to stay at her place, as rose
promised to give her the gift of a pet diamond,
which she did. rose even became pearl's friend

and confides her about her crush on steven,
explaining that she does not care about any
guy in the world but steven. as the episode
progresses, rose becomes extremely close
with pearl, teaching her about being a good

host, and she even teaches pearl how to cook.
rose even gives pearl advice on how to

become a good leader by showing her how she
should lead the crystal gems as a good host. it

is also revealed that rose has a sad past, as
when pearl was born, she was given to a group

of slavers, who were eventually defeated by
the crystal gems. in the aftermath, rose and

her family were forced to move to the outpost
on earth where they currently reside. rose's
father then became a special kind of gem,

while rose became a half-gem and half-gem
monster, known as a rose monster. however,

when rose became too strong and powerful for
the diamonds, rose was sent to the human
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world, and rose developed a crush on rose.
after pearl arrived and rose's mother was

restored to normal, rose was finally able to be
herself and talk about her feelings to pearl,

which she did to the extent of crying.
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